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Cnbc make it twitter

If you're using Twitter and have a smartphone, there's no excuse for not using the Twitter Client app. For Android phone users, Twitter (formerly known as Tweedroyd, no doubt a changed name for legal reasons) stands higher than the rest of the competition. In short, everything you can do on the Twitter website is available here. Of course, it is mainly used to add your own to see
your friends' tweets, but if you want to read trending topics, or search for other topics or people, Tweed Lloyd has you covered. You can view individual accounts and follow them using the app. You can also edit your own profile and integrate Twitpic or other photo sharing websites. Similarly, you bit.ly url shortening services that you like in settings. This is one of those apps where
designers really seem to think of everything. Great features are not useful if they don't actually work well. Fortunately, the Tweedroyd feature works very smoothly. In the early days, applications were sluggish and were struggling to refresh screens for updated Tweets, but the problem became increasingly inconspicuous with each subsequent update. Getting updated Tweets is
also used to manually refresh your app. Now, when you close and reopen it, it automatically updates your Tweets. Finally, there are some cases where an error occurs when you try to submit a Tweet. But to be fair, that may have more to do with Twitter's servers being overloaded than the app. Aside from that minor quibble, Tweed Lloyd is an almost perfect app. Hopefully, you'll
see the ability to notify users when updated Tweets are available in the near future. Aside from that, what you can do using the app is almost identical to a website. Note: If you click a link in an article and then purchase an item, you'll earn a small commission. For more information, see the Affiliate Link Policy. This is a must-have app for everyone who uses Twitter. Everything you
can do on the Twitter website can be found here. Sometimes you get an error when you try to submit a Tweet. However, it may be more related to twitter servers being overloaded than this app. This used to happen so often that it was Twitter's failed whale name. But as Twitter's popularity exploded and the hype surrounding it overbeared, startups took action together in terms of
keeping the site. Not so this morning. (Update below: Denial of Service attack.) (See Twitter hit for the latest news on twitter service outages. as I type, Twitter has been down for just over an hour. from the company's status blog: We'll determine the cause and provide updates soon. and, of course, when Twitter notifies people who can't use it. writes Dan Pmer on Silicon Alley
Insider: Twitter Down! This seems to be happening more recently than in the last few months. What's up, guys? If you die .m 9a on Thursday, then AT&amp;amp; It's going to be hard to be T. The data doesn't support Frommer's suggestion that this is happening more often, but it does show how difficult it is for the company to have a bad reputation. According to Pingdom, a web
monitoring company, Twitter's first outage since June 16 lasts more than five minutes. Over the past six months, the site has recorded less than eight hours of downtime to record 99.8% of downtime. Pingdom pointed to Twitter's improved uptime performance in a report published in February, noting that the ongoing outages are curious and perhaps the reason for the problem is
that the site is completely indescised. This time the whale does not fail. (Update, 10:25: Hugh Brees, owner of Twitter Images, added details on the degree of interruption: Twitter has been down for close to an hour now and I'm sorry I don't mean whale failing when I say down and we're back in minutes down, I don't even work on API apps like Tweetdeck.) (Update, 10:55: On
Twitter comes the word they are under attack: We will defend against denial of service attacks and update your status again soon.) (Update, 11:20: Twitter says the site is backed up, but we're defending against and recovering from this attack, I can't get to the site right now.) This story, Twitter Goes Down, was posted by The Source Network World. Note: If you click a link in an
article and then purchase an item, you'll earn a small commission. For more information, see the Affiliate Link Policy. The opinions expressed by entrepreneurial contributors are their own. In his book The Ultimate Guide to Business, online marketing expert Ted Prodromou provides an easy-to-understand guide to using Twitter to help small business owners generate leads and
connect with customers. In this edited excerpt, the author provides tips on topics and tactics to avoid when tweeting. Now that we have some ideas to say on Twitter, let's talk about what not to say. We all put our feet in our mouths and told someone the wrong thing. I'm sure it was embarrassing and you may have heard about it from some people who heard your erroneous
comments. I wouldn't have gone further than the few people in the room when I made embarrassing remarks. When you say the wrong thing on social media, you can see it to millions of people, as well as stay online for a long time. If you are responding to someone who has upset you, you should think twice before pressing the tweet button. Take a few deep breaths, count 10,
and ask yourself if you want the world to read about tweets. Don't respond in a negative way when someone does something on social media that has upset you. If you want to respond, do it in a diplomatic way, because twitter verse is Responding in a professional way has a positive impact on your reputation, and responding in a negative way looks immature and has a negative
impact on your business. Many of you have your Twitter account linked to your Facebook and LinkedIn accounts. Do you want negative tweets to appear on LinkedIn, where will customers and prospects see it? When considering using social media for business, you should keep three important things in mind: Related: What you say on Twitter 1. There is a purpose. Think about
why you're using social media for your business. Is there something about creating leads, monitoring your brand, providing support to your customers, or expanding your professional network? If you're just getting started with Twitter, listen to other conversations until you're familiar with the way the conversation flows. Don't tweet that you won't tell anyone directly. 2. It's not all
about you. Don't send an endless stream of tweets about you and your company. Twitter works best when you engage in conversations with others, such as when you meet people in person. Twitter works exactly the same way as face-to-face networking. The secret is that you are more interested in learning about others than saying everything about them. People immediately
connect with you if you show interest in them and ask them about where they work, what they do for a living, or what they like in their spare time. Ask them questions and listen to their answers. Ask them another question and just listen. So that they can do 80% of the stories, they will walk away to tell their friends that you are the most interesting person you have met in a long
time. The same is true on Twitter. Ask someone a question and listen to their answers. Related: 10 Tips to Use Twitter Like Pro Gadgets Now SlideShows10 Popular Apps and Websites Blocked in China Now Bureau06 July, 2020, 08:54 AM ISTTwitterLinkedin11 Popular Microblogging Website Twitter is also banned in China. Weibo is on par with Twitter in China.211India recently
blocked 59 China-linked apps. However, the ban on international websites and apps is new in China. The country follows a very strict internet censorship known as the Great Firewall of China, which has existed for more than a year. China's Intenet is a world in its own right, with governments monitoring content and not easily accessing the most popualler websites and apps of the
word. China has never publicly disclosed and acknowledged details of its strict grip on the Internet, but it has knownly included blocking certain IP addresses, filtering specific URLs and keywords. Here are some of the biggest websites and apps blocked in China.311Yes, no Google in China. The world's most popular search engine is blocked in the country. Baidu is Google's rival
in China.411 The world's no.1 social network is also not accessible in China. WeChat is the largest social media platform. Video platform YouTube is also blocked. China's YouTube competitor is Alibaba's subsidiary Youku.com Tencent Video. Facebook, the 611 parent company, and Instagram, a photo-sharing platform, are also being blocked in China. Tencent-owned WeChat
says it's mixing Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram.711 The world's most popular email service Gmail is blocked in China. It is not accessible anywhere in the country.811 The world's No.1 instant messaging app WhatsApp is blocked in China. Tencent-owned instant messaging app QQ is very popular in the United States. Like all popular 911 Google services, Google Maps is
also banned in China. Developed by Baidu search engine Mapsnally is considered to be the most popular used map in China. 1011 Question and answer sites and apps are not accessible in China. One of China's main rivals is Juhu. The 1111 dating app is not accessible in China. One of the most popular dating apps in China is Momo. Copyright © 2021 Bennett, Coleman &amp;
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